A Brief Whitepaper on

THE BULLDOG CRYPTOSPHERE
The Bulldog Cryptosphere is an up-and-coming project that strives to provide the
prospect of cryptocharity through integrity, transparency, and a passion for hard
work. Both $BDOG and $BONE are ERC20 tokens with different purposes, both of
which boil down to fueling and stimulating the growth, development, and
implementation of the Bulldog cryptosphere.
Unlike most other projects that have recently emerged in this 'niche', $BDOG strives
to provide an actual use case by providing the world of crypto with innovative,
promising, and industry leading solutions to problems that haven't received nearly
as much attention as they should've from the wider crypto community. Charity,
quality, and persistence are the primary drivers behind our project.
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Rocky Beginnings
"The artist is always beginning. Any work of art which is not a
beginning, an invention, a discovery is of little worth."
― Ezra Pound

The $BDOG Cryptosphere was born on the 21st of February, 2021, with the release of
$BDOG token. Upon initial release, it was just a mere community-driven coin
focusing on charity, as many projects were at the time. Shortly after the release, the
hype came, and the hype went away without yielding much result.
This is the exact moment where we decided that we were not going to be yet
another flash in the pan like so many projects of the time were, and that moment is
where we closed the tabs and got to work. We've gone through numerous
websites, features, and ideas before we landed on something both the
development team, and our community were satisfied with.
After less than two months, $BDOG token has gained more driven investors and
team members, which has led to the complete rebrand of the project. About the
time that we’d rebranded our humble token into a promising ecosystem, $BONE
was released by Sycore from Rocket Bunny for the Bulldog Cryptosphere. We had
decided that $BDOG needs something that other projects lack – and that's where
we came up with a slick, utilitarian, and incentivizing use case for both of our
tokens – a liquidity locker called DOGHOUSE.
For the development of DOGHOUSE, we've reached out and hired multiple senior
developers, UI/UX designers, and a range of advisors to help us launch this
industry-leading platform.
At the time of writing this whitepaper, the development of the liquidity locker has
only recently begun. Regardless, the ideas behind it, the developments going into
it, and the potential impact on the world of cryptocurrency – will be incredibly
unique, and truly unrivaled.

The Establishment of $BDOG

"If you're in the luckiest one percent of humanity, you owe it to
the rest of humanity to think about the other ninety-nine
percent."
― Warren Buffett

$BDOG Token was released on February 21st, with an initial goal of supporting
animal shelters across the globe. $BDOG token was released to fuel one of the first
and most established cryptocharity projects on Earth.
$BDOG was released on the ERC20 platform. Our reasoning for this was that most
of the projects being released on the BEP20 platform were 'rug pulls'. $BDOG Token
was released with initial liquidity of 25,000,000 $BDOG and 10 ETH. No team
tokens were allocated for promotion, paying the team, or setting personal debts.
Everything, from start to finish, was created to be as transparent as possible.
To further the goal of transparency, shortly after the initial release of $BDOG, the
lead developer has revealed his identity in a way that many would describe as
foolish and few would describe as brave – taking a photograph with his passport.
$BDOG is a deflationary token with a maximum supply of 100,000,000 $BDOG and
a circulating supply of 60,835,000. A total of 4,165,000 tokens have been burned to
date, while 35,000,000 tokens have been sent to Vitalik Buterin's wallet as a black
hole.
To incentivize holders and give them a reason to purchase Bulldog, we set out to
give $BDOG a modest use case for the beginning. That's when we decided to
partner with FEG and GOLDFARM to allow farming for $BDOG. A total of 1,000,000
$BDOG Tokens have been purchased out of pocket by our developer and sent out
to the farm.
To instill confidence in our investors, and provide further proof of our legitimacy,
$BDOG token has been audited by 'The Audit Institute.' The Audit concluded that
$BDOG Token passed with flying colors, and was proven to have no backdoors or
denial-of-service (DoS) attack routes, making it almost as safe as it is noble.
With the release of $BONE, our sister token created by Sycore of Rocket Bunny,
$BDOG Token gained yet another use case. $BDOG token can be staked to earn
$BONE via the Rocketdrop platform, further incentivizing existing holders to hold
and earn money while they're at it.
But while the dedication of the developers, and all current use cases resulted in the
rapid growth of $BDOG, we decided that in order to ensure long-term sustainability,
and to better give back to our community that helped us establish our cryptocharity
project, we needed to undertake our biggest project to date: releasing a liquidity
locker.
Upon the release of our liquidity locker, $BDOG will become its governing token,
used for most transactions on the platform, giving $BDOG token a desirable,
applicable, and utilitarian use case widely used in the crypto community.

The Rocket Release of $BONE

"A $BONE to the dog is not charity. Charity is the $BONE shared
with the dog, when you are just as hungry as the dog."
― Jack London

$BONE token was released on April 7th with the initial goal of being a
supplementary coin in the Bulldog Cryptosphere. It is a product of $BDOGs
partnership with another buzzing project in the modern crypto sphere, Rocket
Bunny.
$BONE Token was released on the ERC20 platform. It released with initial liquidity
of 0.25 ETH and 390,000,000 $BONE. This time, tokens were allocated for
development, promotion, and donations.
$BONE is a deflationary token on the Ethereum Blockchain (ERC-20) with a max
supply of 1,000,000,000 $BONE. An initial 250,000,000 $BONE was burned on
launch.
For each transaction (buy/sell/transfer), a tax of 1% is distributed to the holders, 1%
is burned by sending $BONE tokens to an inaccessible "black hole" (a kind of
holder), 2% is distributed to liquidity suppliers, 2% is sent to the charity wallet, and
1% is automatically locked to the liquidity pool. As a result, this incentivizes
investors to hold, which decreases the circulating supply, and drives demand up.
100% of the fee charged on token transfers is redistributed to existing token
holders instantly and automatically at the time of each transaction.
$BONE, much like $BDOG, will pass through an audit through the Audit Institute,
which will once again establish the coin's legitimacy within the greater
cryptosphere. $BONE can be earned on the Rocketdrop Platform by stalking
$BDOG or Rocket Bunny.
With the release of our liquidity locker, $BONE will become the supplementary
token used for all exclusive and additional features on the platform, giving $BONE
token a viable use case.

The Prospect of DOGHOUSE
"Nothing awakens the conscience like a lot of money."
― P Sainath

DOGHOUSE is our upcoming liquidity locking platform. At the time of this writing,
there aren't many reliable, useful, and innovative liquidity locking platforms, and
there are no liquidity locking platforms that tie in a cryptocharity.
We aim to release DOGHOUSE with the innovation that the greater cryptosphere is
looking for, and continue development by implementing out-of-the-box solutions
that are bound to become the industry standard, as long as our competition can
catch up.
DOGHOUSE is set up to be a liquidity locker that will redefine liquidity locking
practices and set a precedent for the entire cryptosphere.
A liquidity locker is an essential part of the crypto world. Developers that are listing
their tokens on Decentralized Exchanges are granted LP tokens when they initiate a
pool. Once in their possession, these LP tokens can be transferred like any other
tokens on the blockchain they have been minted on.
A liquidity locker allows the developer to store these LP tokens in a smart contract,
revoking his permission to move this LP from the start date (or, more accurately, a
start block) to end date (end block), efficiently removing the possibility of a 'rugpull', which is one of the most common issues that plagues the crypto world today.
DOGHOUSE will not only be a better, faster, and more optimized service than the
rest of the competition, it will be the world's first cryptocharity oriented liquidity
locker. Along with this fact, it will launch with industry-leading features such as:
· Presale feature
· Autolocking feature
· Privacy/Anonymity features
· Incremental Locks
· Lock splitting
· Dead-locked liquidity burning upon contract expiration
· Contract extensions during the initial lock period

Not only do we plan to integrate more platforms than all of our competitors, but
we also plan to do so upon release. Furthermore, in anticipation of our new liquidity
locking platform's release, every asset in the Bulldog Family ($BDOG, $BONE ) has
been rebranded.
Another important thing that makes DOGHOUSE stand out among the competition
is the unique fee spread. 70% will be collected in a multi-signature donation wallet
then donated to user elected charities. The 30% remaining fees will further develop
the projects, tokens, and locker – not a single cent gets pocketed.
The whole idea behind the $BDOG Cryptosphere is helping the ones who need it
the most, and that's why we've started our journey to become the most
established, refined, and powerful cryptocharity project in the crypto world.
Looking forward, the $BDOG network plans to expand further into the
cryptocurrency space by becoming a decentralized services provider alongside
continuing to be a charitable organization. This includes offering liquidity locking,
providing a decentralized launchpad, and an automated Initial Liquidity Offering
(ILO)/Presale platform connected right to our liquidity lockers. This serves to
protect the average investor from investing and getting "rugged" and losing funds.
Now, promising to help the needy isn't always an appealing prospect for everyone.
People are here to make money, after all, and they're not looking to throw it at a
half-baked idea disguised as a project.
Which is why with the release of DOGHOUSE, we'll be providing the crypto
community with an innovative and industry leading platform to be used in the
crypto world, all with underlying tones of helping those who need it the most. Most
don't want to donate any money actively, but inactively donating through using a
state-of-the-art liquidity locking platform is a one-stop solution to both problems.
It gives us the funds required to make our donations, and it gives crypto projects a
chance to use a top-of-the-line liquidity locker.

Philanthropy & Cryptocharity
"I cannot do all the good that the world needs. But the world needs all
the good that I can do."
― Jana Stanfield

Our first donation was funded organically within our community, and we’d
managed to raise a total of $2,200 for ROLDA, a Romanian Animal Shelter. Our
contribution has helped feed over 90 animals in their shelter and pick up the
veterinarian bill for the two special needs dogs in ROLDAs care: Berta, and Bernard.

Our second donation is coming up at the time of writing this whitepaper, and we're
ecstatically proud to state that we've raised over $30,000. The donation will go
towards a user elected charity, which will be standard operating practice from now
on.
We handle donations in a simple, secure, and streamlined way. Donations are
automatically yielded to the multi-signature donation wallet operated by the
developer team. Only when all of the developers sign can the donation be sent out.

NFTs, Games, Shows, and Merchandise
But, $BDOG, $BONE, and DOGHOUSE aren't the only thing in the Bulldog
Cryptosphere. As of writing this whitepaper, we have released numerous NFTs
(Non-Fungible Tokens), the proceeds of which directly go towards our cryptocharity
wallet.

We have had an enormous amount of community support ever since we began, and
while our community may not be the largest, they're arguably the most projectorientated people in the crypto sphere. 3D prints, art, moderation, and a range of
other needs have been created, and taken care of in large part by our quickly
growing community.

A game is in development by one of our community members, which will be
integrated by the in-house development team, giving the game a role in the
Bulldog Cryptosphere. With the release of the first game, several more will be
released, all of which will be integrated into the system.
The Bulldog Cyptosphere also has a live show hosted every week by one of the
developers. The show always features guests from various cryptocurrency projects,
and and departs from the traditionally technical approach other crypto related
shows have taken, opting instead for a relaxed, casual, and approachable dialogue
that is accessible to anyone.
'Crypto Chatter with John Dog' aims to create a laid back atmosphere to learn
about cryptocurrencies, providing listeners with clear-cut information,
entertainment, and a great way to connect with their favorite projects without
being overly technical or boring.

The Bulldog Cryptosphere will also include a merchandise store that will go live
shortly after releasing the liquidity locker and the new website that will
accommodate the locker, tokens, and webshop.

Links & Referrals
Contract:
https://etherscan.io/token/0x92416e32042c9e67b0771a1b00bcdf92ecb64950
Dextools:
https://www.dextools.io/app/uniswap/pairexplorer/0xa005d93252b6d9d40432a6
9e278168e2be947dae
Locked Liquidity:
https://team.finance/view-coin/0x92416e32042c9e67B0771A1b00Bcdf92EcB64950
Probit:
https://www.probit.com/app/exchange/BDOG-USDT
Uniswap:
https://app.uniswap.org/#/swap?inputCurrency=0x92416e32042c9e67b0771a1b00
bcdf92ecb64950
Website:
https://bulldogtoken.com

Socials
Discord:
https://discord.com/invite/rYYFJRD8t3
Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/Bulldogtoken/
Instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/bulldogtokenofficial/
Reddit:
https://www.reddit.com/r/bulldogtoken/
Telegram:
https://t.me/bulldogtoken
Twitter:
https://twitter.com/bdogtoken
Youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCMikCvihU2L3HERP0IWPZhA

